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BEGIN RECORDING: 

 

INT. ESHO – BRISH SCHOOL OF ROBOTICS 

 

FADE IN: we hear the sounds of a busy school – a brief BRING! 

of a school bell, the gentle HUBBUB OF STUDENTS in the 

corridors, hundreds of FEET AGAINST THE FLOOR. Sascha is 

wandering around, lost. 

 

     SASCHA 

   Oh, hi! Is this way to the -    

   ok, have a nice day! Hey, excuse   

   me, could you show me where -    

   no worries, see ya! Oh, hey there,   

   do you know the way to – oh, er,   

   catch you later, then! 

 

The crowd is THINNING, quieting down as people disappear into 

classrooms. 

 

     SASCHA (CONT.) 

   Sorry, would you mind... ok,    

   that one didn’t hear me either.   

   Did I come to the wrong school   

   or something? Should I have    

   brushed up on my sign-language? 

 

     MICHAEL 

    (friendly) 

   Hi, it’s Sascha, isn’t it? 

 

     SASCHA 

    (relieved) 

   Yes, yes it is! Do you maybe    

   know the way to the E-Wing    

   robotics labs? I’ve been asking   

   everyone but no one seems to -   

   wait. How do you know my name? 

 

     MICHAEL 

    (amused) 

   I’m Michael Grey, teaching    

   assistant. I’m here to give you   

   a crash-course in ship engineering? 

 

     SASCHA 

   Oh! Oh, yes! That’s what I’m     

   here for. Lead on, oh supreme    

   teacher – I am in your hands. 

 

Michael LAUGHS. 
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     MICHAEL 

   You can just call me Michael.    

   Come on, I’ll give you the     

   tour. 

 

They begin WALKING down the corridor. 

 

     MICHAEL (CONT.) 

   So, have you ever been here    

   before? Any previous knowledge   

   of engineering? 

 

     SASCHA 

   Yes and no. I’ve studied     

   ground-level engineering and    

   repairs, but this place was    

   built after Mika – uh, I mean    

   Captain Harris and I – graduated   

   school. I would have loved to    

   study something more complex    

   like robotics. 

 

     MICHAEL 

   Well, it’s true that this school   

   is excellent. And robotics is a   

   particular passion of mine. 

 

     SASCHA 

   Oh, yeah – Captain Harris    

   mentioned you were on the list   

   of hopefuls for the AI specialist   

   vacancy? 

 

     MICHAEL 

   That’s right. I’ve always wanted   

   to go up into space; Mission    

   Swallow would be a dream come true   

   for me. 

 

     SASCHA 

   Well, I’ll look forward to seeing   

   you at the trials, buddy. You    

   seem like the type of guy I’d    

   enjoy working with. 

 

     MICHAEL 

   Likewise. Ah, here we are. 

 

He OPENS a door. 
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     MICHAEL (CONT.) 

   After you. 

 

They WALK inside. We hear the WHIRR of machines; the CLICKS, 

BEEPS and HUMS of robotic parts in the background... it’s 

almost like be back aboard the Starstrider. 

 

     SASCHA 

   Holy – 

    (he manages to stop     

     himself) 

   Michael, this is incredible! 

 

     MICHAEL 

   Welcome to the Brish School of   

   Robotics, Lab 45. My home away   

   from home. What do you think? 

 

     SASCHA 

   All these machines... I’ve     

   never seen anything like it.    

   Are all these projects yours? 

 

     MICHAEL 

   Well, since we’re a little short   

   of space I have to share it with   

   my... lab partner. But most of   

   it’s mine. Here – this is my    

   favourite prototype. 

 

     SASCHA 

   An... AI? 

 

     MICHAEL 

    (grinning) 

   Go on. Say hello. 

 

     SASCHA 

   Er... hello? 

 

The AI HUMS to life. 

 

     LEX 

   Greetings. I am Designation:    

   Lex, AI prototype number     

   1-5-2. How may I help you? 

 

Sascha is absolutely spellbound. 
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     SASCHA 

   Oh my god. That is the COOLEST   

   thing I have ever seen! I’ve    

   never met an AI before. You    

   built this? 

 

     MICHAEL 

   Well, I designed its code, yeah.   

   The hard part about AIs is     

   grafting them into the whatever   

   they’re going to operate, usually   

   a house or a ship. It’s important   

   for the AI to have access to every   

   part of the vessel, otherwise they   

   can’t do their job properly. 

 

     SASCHA 

   What exactly is an AI’s job? 

 

     MICHAEL 

   Their primary function is always   

   to protect any sapient species   

   within their walls from harm. On   

   ships, they usually act as a     

   navigator, calculator, data     

   cruncher, and general “ask anything”  

   personnel. 

 

     SASCHA 

   Wow... just even thinking about   

   working with one of these is just   

   nuts. 

 

     MICHAEL 

   Cool, right? 

 

     SASCHA 

    (dreamily) 

   So cool. 

 

     MICHAEL 

   I’ve been told that Mission     

   Swallow is using a Designation:   

   Saph model, which I’d love to    

   get to meet up close. I’ve never   

   worked with that model before. 

 

     SASCHA 

   You know what, Michael? I hope   

   you get your chance. 
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     MICHAEL 

   So do I. Now, before we begin,   

   do you have any more questions? 

 

     SASCHA 

   Well... it’s not really related   

   to what you’re teaching me. But...   

   do they have feelings? 

 

     MICHAEL 

   Who, AIs? I couldn’t really say.   

   My... lab partner would think so,   

   but I’m not sure. It’s possible   

   that they could, but there are   

   so many inhibition protocols in   

   place – for safety, you understand -  

   that I don’t think they’d be    

   capable of showing emotion, as   

   they are. Why? 

 

     SASCHA 

   Just wondering. 

 

     MICHAEL 

   The best ideas come from wondering.  

   Now, I think we should get started.  

   If I just set up the diagram    

   program... 

 

The door OPENS, and he is interrupted. 

 

     GABRIEL 

    (timidly) 

   Michael – oh, sorry. I didn’t    

   realise you were busy. 

 

Michael’s tone changes drastically. It sounds as though he has 

to force himself not to shout right then and there. 

 

     MICHAEL 

   Gabriel, get out. 

 

     GABRIEL 

   But Miss DeBryn asked me to    

   finish off that project today,   

   and you know I can’t do it at    

   home, and – 
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     MICHAEL. 

   Fine. Fine. But do it quietly,   

   you understand? In the corner.   

   Not a word. 

 

     GABRIEL 

   Of course. I’ll be quiet. 

 

     MICHAEL 

    (more than a hint of    

     a threat) 

   You’d better. 

    (back to Sascha) 

   Right, as I was saying... 

 

ERROR BLEEP from computer. Michael makes an EXASPERATED NOISE. 

 

     MICHAEL (CONT.) 

   I’m sorry, Sascha – something’s   

   wrong with the drive. I’ll    

   quickly nip down the hall to    

   borrow someone else’s, and     

   then we can get started. I won’t   

   be too long. 

 

     SASCHA 

   Hey, no worries. Take your time.   

   I’ve got nowhere to be. 

 

Michael LEAVES. 

 

PAUSE. 

 

     SASCHA (CONT.) 

   So... you’re Michael’s lab    

   partner, huh? 

 

SILENCE. 

 

     SASCHA (CONT.) 

   Uh, hello? Gabriel, wasn’t it? 

   Did you hear me? 

 

     GABRIEL 

   Oh, yes, I did. But Michael told   

   me not to talk. 

 

     SASCHA 

   Do you... always do what your    

   lab partner says? 
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     GABRIEL 

   It makes things easier in the    

   long term. 

 

     SASCHA 

   I... see. 

    (beat) 

   Look, if you two don’t get on,   

   why don’t you just apply to     

   move labs? I’m sure the school – 

 

     GABRIEL 

   I’m afraid that wouldn’t work. 

 

     SASCHA 

    (truly baffled) 

   Why not? 

 

     GABRIEL 

   Well, you see, Michael is my    

   brother. He doesn’t like to talk   

   about it. 

 

     SASCHA 

   Michael is your bro- 

    (more normally) 

   Actually... yeah I can see the   

   family resemblance. Are you all   

   into robotics in your household,   

   then? 

 

     GABRIEL 

   Michael and I are, yes. 

 

     SASCHA 

   Wow. Must be weird having a    

   brother into the same stuff as   

   you – the only things my siblings   

   and I have in common are that we   

   talk a lot and eat a lot. So,    

   you do robotics. Have you put    

   your name down for the Mission   

   Swallow try-outs? 

 

     GABRIEL 

   ... No. I don’t think that would   

   be a very good idea. 
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     SASCHA 

   What? Dude, you totally should!   

   It’s not like we’ve been completely  

   over-subscribed; we’ve got, like,   

   five humans on the list of     

   hopefuls at the moment - and     

   between you and me, some of them   

   are not very hopeful. Come on, let   

   me put you down on the list, huh?   

   Let’s make it six hopefuls instead   

   of five. 

 

     GABRIEL 

   Well... 

 

We hear Michael’s FOOTSTEPS coming down the hall again. 

 

     GABRIEL (CONT.) 

    (hurriedly) 

   Yes. Yes please. 

 

     SASCHA 

   Alright, it’s a deal! 

 

The door OPENS. Michael enters. 

 

     MICHAEL 

   Have you two been talking? 

 

     SASCHA 

   Ah, I was just asking Gabriel here   

   about the school, class sizes and   

   stuff. Isn’t that right, Gabe? 

 

     GABRIEL 

    (oh god I’m so busted) 

   Yes. That’s what we were talking   

   about. 

 

     MICHAEL 

   Hmmm. I’ll talk to you later,    

   Gabriel. 

    (to Sascha) 

   Right, I’ve got the drive. You   

   ready to start? 

 

     SASCHA 

   You bet! 
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     MICHAEL 

   Right. So the first thing you    

   need to know about long-haul    

   spaceships is that the engines   

   are notoriously large and finicky   

   to deal with... 

 

He FADES OUT. 

 

 

CUT TO: 

 

INT. ESHO – BRISH SCHOOL OF ROBOTICS - LATER 

 

Sound FADES BACK IN. 

 

     MICHAEL (CONT.) 

   So, Sascha, same time tomorrow? 

 

     SASCHA 

   Wouldn’t miss it for the galaxy,   

   Michael. And don’t forget,     

   try-outs next week! 

 

     MICHAEL 

   Looking forward to it. See you   

   tomorrow. 

 

Sascha leaves and CLOSES the door. He DIALS a number. 

 

     SASCHA 

   Hey! Mika! Have you got a minute?   

   Great! So you know we thought we   

   had a full list of hopefuls for the  

   AI specialist role? Yeah? Well,    

   what would you say to adding on   

   another weensy little name...? 

 

 

FADE TO: 

 

INT. ESHO – BRISH SCHOOL OF ROBOTICS – FOLLOWING WEEK 

 

It’s quiet – after hours. Not a soul around. 

 

     SASCHA 

   Hey there, Mika, coffee? Your    

   favourite. 
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     HARRIS 

    (yawning) 

   Oh my god, Sascha, you’re my    

   favourite person in the world. 

    (takes a sip) 

   Ohhh, sweet, sweet caffeine.    

   I gotta say, I had no idea    

   pre-mission prep could be so    

   exhausting. I don’t think I’ve   

   had a full night’s sleep in    

   weeks. 

 

     SASCHA 

   Aw, you’re gonna be the best    

   captain ever, I just know it. 

 

     HARRIS 

   Flattery and coffee will get    

   you everywhere. 

    (another sip) 

   So this is where you’ve been    

   doing all that training, huh?    

   How’s it going? 

 

     SASCHA 

   Not bad at all, cappuccino. Get   

   it? Cap-puccino? Cause you like   

   coffee? But you’re also a     

   Captain? Get it? 

 

     HARRIS 

    (groan) 

   Don’t tell me that you’re going   

   to keep this up once we get on   

   the ship. 

 

     SASCHA 

   All the way to Earth and back,   

   baby! 

 

     HARRIS 

   Dear god, kill me now... 

 

The door OPENS. 

 

     MICHAEL 

   Hi, I’m here for the try-outs...? 

 

     SASCHA 

   Hiya, Michael! Good to see ya! 
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     HARRIS 

   Come on in, Michael. Take a    

   seat. I’m Mika Harris, Captain    

   aboard the Starstrider. And I    

   take it you’ve met my First     

   Mate, Sascha, already. 

 

     MICHAEL 

   Pleasure to meet you, Captain.   

   Sascha’s told me a lot about    

   you. 

 

     HARRIS 

   All good things, I hope. 

 

     MICHAEL 

   Oh, absolutely. 

 

He SITS. 

 

     MICHAEL (CONT.) 

   Am I the only one here? 

 

     HARRIS 

   We interviewed the others earlier   

   this week. We’ve just got one    

   more candidate who’ll be joining   

   you in a minute, and then we’ll   

   begin. 

 

     MICHAEL 

   Sounds good. 

 

     HARRIS 

   So, Michael, what brings you    

   here to journey beyond the stars? 

 

     MICHAEL 

   The same as anyone, I guess. To   

   see the universe. To take    

   humanity forward. To work with   

   AIs. 

 

     HARRIS 

   To leave Esho? 

 

BEAT. 

 

     MICHAEL 

   ... I’d be lying if I said no. 
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     HARRIS 

   I understand. I think most    

   would say the same thing. 

 

     MICHAEL 

   Have you met the rest of the    

   crew yet? What are they like? 

 

     HARRIS 

   Oh, neither of us have met    

   anyone else yet. The medical    

   officer and her assistant    

   are being chosen by mission    

   control. What was her name    

   again, Sascha? I swear I read    

   the paperwork just last night... 

 

     SASCHA 

   Uh... a Dr. Leslie Armstrong,    

   I think. She looks nice. 

 

     HARRIS 

   I’m sure she’ll be lovely.     

   You’ve gotta have some sort of   

   bedside manner to be a doctor,   

   after all. And who was the     

   medical assistant? 

 

     SASCHA 

   Didn’t say. “As yet undecided”. 

 

     HARRIS 

   Oh. Well, there you go. We’ve    

   got exactly four out of six    

   crew members so far, Michael -   

   and hopefully five by the end    

   of tonight! 

 

     MICHAEL 

   I hope so, too. 

    (pause) 

   Wait, who was the fourth? 

 

     HARRIS 

   Saph, our AI. Haven’t met them   

   yet, obviously, but when we     

   get on the ship... 

 

     MICHAEL 

   Of course, the AI. 
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FOOTSTEPS from down the corridor. 

 

     HARRIS 

   Ah, this must be our final    

   candidate! 

 

The door OPENS. 

 

     GABRIEL 

   Um, hello... 

 

     MICHAEL 

    (absolutely horrified,    

     furious) 

   Gabriel??? 

 

     SASCHA 

   Gabriel! Come on in! Have a seat.   

   Michael’s already here. 

 

Gabriel SITS. Michael is desperately trying to keep his temper 

under control. 

 

     MICHAEL 

    (through gritted teeth) 

   Gabriel, what are you doing    

   here? 

 

     SASCHA 

    (brightly) 

   I invited him! Thought it might   

   be nice to have some more    

   candidates on the roster. Lovely   

   to have you both! 

 

     MICHAEL 

   I... see. 

 

     GABRIEL 

   It’s a pleasure to be here,    

   Sascha, Captain Harris. 

 

     HARRIS 

   Well, now that we’re all here,   

   we’d better get started, hadn’t   

   we? So this is how it’s going to   

   go. Sascha and I are going to    

   take a look at your portfolios,   

   reports, etcetera, and while we   

   do that, you both can chat    

   amongst yourselves.  
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     HARRIS (CONT.) 

   You both brought the sample     

   circuits, right? Wonderful.    

   Hand them over to Sascha, and    

   wait outside, and we can begin    

   looking over your work. 

 

Michael and Gabriel LEAVE. 

 

     HARRIS (CONT.) 

    (to Sascha) 

   So, Sash, what do we think of    

   these portfolios? 

 

     SASCHA 

   I’m not exactly an expert... 

 

     HARRIS 

   You’re more of an expert than    

   I am. I just want your opinion   

   on them. 

 

     SASCHA 

   Well, they’re both very impressive. 

   Look at Michael’s, here – he’s   

   already designed and built his own   

   AI prototype. And Gabriel’s, too -   

   his research into AI protocols is   

   incredible. On technical skill   

   alone, they’re both up to the job -  

   at least, as far as I can tell. 

 

     HARRIS 

   Hmmm. Michael seems a lot more   

   confident than Gabriel. They’re   

   brothers, right? 

 

     SASCHA 

   Yeah. 

 

     HARRIS 

   I know overconfidence can be a    

   problem on long-haul missions.   

   But with Gabriel... I’m worried    

   that he might freeze up in a    

   crisis. 

 

     SASCHA 

   I don’t know... he seemed to    

   cheer up a little once Michael   

   left the room.  
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     SASCHA (CONT.) 

   Maybe he just needs to get out    

   of his big brother’s shadow. I    

   can understand that. 

 

     HARRIS 

   Pfft. Like you were ever in    

   anyone else’s shadow. 

 

     SASCHA 

    (mock-outrage) 

   Hey! I’m delicate! 

 

They SNIGGER like little kids. 

 

     HARRIS 

   Have you got the sample circuits? 

 

     SASCHA 

   Oh, man... I left them with     

   Gabriel and Michael. Hang on,    

   I’ll just go and get them back.   

   You keep looking at the portfolios. 

 

He WALKS to the door and OPENS it quietly. We hear Michael and 

Gabriel’s voices FADE IN. 

 

     MICHAEL 

   What the hell do you think     

   you’re doing here, you little    

   freak? Trying to steal my    

   thunder, is that it? 

 

     GABRIEL 

   No, of course not – 

 

     MICHAEL 

   You pressured Casana into     

   inviting you, didn’t you?    

   You know how much I want     

   this position and you just    

   had to get in there as well,    

   right? Do you know how hard    

   I’ve worked to get here? You    

   and your stupid little toys    

   and your stupid protocol     

   research.  
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     MICHAEL (CONT.) 

   This is my chance, my space     

   aboard that ship - I’m better    

   than anyone else on that list    

   and I will not have this     

   opportunity taken away from me.   

   Do you understand? If you even   

   think about ruining this for me   

   I will end you, you little freak.   

   Do I make myself clear? 

 

SILENCE. 

 

     MICHAEL (CONT.) 

   Well??? 

 

     GABRIEL 

    (quietly) 

   Yes, Michael. 

 

Sascha quietly CLOSES the door. 

 

     HARRIS 

   Well? Did you get them? 

 

     SASCHA 

   Hey, Mika? Can I ask a personal   

   favour? 

 

     HARRIS 

   So long as it doesn’t involve    

   eating the last of my snacks,    

   go for it. 

 

     SASCHA 

   Do me a solid here. Pick Gabriel   

   for the mission. 

 

     HARRIS 

   How come? 

 

     SASCHA 

   I just feel... I think that    

   Gabriel might be a nicer     

   crewmate to have at close    

   quarters. 

 

     HARRIS 

   I thought you got along with    

   Michael. Why the sudden change   

   of heart? 
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     SASCHA 

   Let’s just say I have a feeling.   

   So? Will you? 

 

Harris mulls it over. 

 

     HARRIS 

   Sure. Why not? Maybe it’ll bring   

   him out of his shell a bit. Call   

   them back in, will you? 

 

Sascha OPENS the door. 

 

     SASCHA 

   Come on in, guys. 

 

Michael and Gabriel WALK back in. 

 

     HARRIS 

   You’ll be pleased to know that   

   we’ve made a decision on who    

   is going to be the RIN      

   Starstrider’s  new AI specialist.   

   I’m sure you’re both eager to hear   

   who it is, so I’ll cut to the    

   chase. 

    (officially, very     

     captain-like) 

   Gabriel Grey, I would like to    

   offer you the role of AI specialist  

   aboard the RIN Starstrider. Do   

   you accept this role? 

 

BEAT. 

 

     MICHAEL 

   What? He’s getting the offer? 

 

     HARRIS 

   It was a tough decision. You’re   

   both supremely qualified for the   

   job. But in the end, we decided   

   on Gabriel. I’m sorry, Michael -   

   keep an eye out for future missions.  

   You’re more than skilled enough   

   to get a role aboard another ship. 

 

     MICHAEL 

   But this was my only chance – 
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     HARRIS 

   My decision is final, Michael. 

   Gabriel, do you accept the offer? 

 

     GABRIEL 

   I... um... 

 

     SASCHA 

    (whispering) 

   Just say yes, Gabe. 

 

     GABRIEL 

   Um... Yes, Captain Harris, I     

   accept role. 

 

     MICHAEL 

    (under his breath) 

   Oh, I am going to get you for    

   this, you little freak. 

 

     HARRIS 

   Welcome aboard, Officer Grey.    

   It’s a pleasure to have you. 

 

 

 

RECORDING STOPS. 

 

END EPISODE. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


